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Sant Fruitós de Bages, September 29, 2020

Distinguished Messrs.

Corresponding to your request, we are pleased to send you Technical Report No. 20295 on 

protective masks provided by ARPLEN,

SA to determine the ideal washing process for this genre, as well as the durability in number of washes of the 

same.

Identification: Printed reusable hygienic masks.

Once made in the form of a mask or garment, the legislation requires the labeling of identification, 

composition and we recommend, although not mandatory, the maintenance labeling, this being the one we 

accompany in said report.

The maintenance symbols that we reproduce below are the appropriate symbols for the washing processes to 

achieve maximum durability.

TREATMENT

CONSERVATION
35 150

70



The masks provided for analysis must be considered suitable as a reusable hygienic fabric.

In the tests of washing of this fabric we have taken into account the dimensional stability of the sewing thread 

that has to be used in the preparation of the same to avoid wrinkles or deformations, according to Standard 

UNE-EN 5077: 2008.

Laboratory tests have been enabled that reproduce in an accelerated manner the suitable washing cycles and 

described below, which allows us to state that the durability attributed to these fabrics, once made, must be 

greater than 84 washes without affecting the characteristics. of the tissue. That is, up to this number of 

washes it maintains the limit of the parameters established by the UNE 0065/2020 specification.

Always follow the washing instructions given in this document.

Determination of dimensional stability, according to ISO 6330.

Atmospheric transfer could only be affected in the case of poor rinsing, as otherwise it would produce 

inorganic incrustations that would reduce O2 transfer.

The washing process:



-

-

Do not use bleach, it could affect the characteristics of the tissue.

Only use bactericidal softener on the last rinse. If it is not bactericidal, do not use any type of fabric 

softener. If softener is used, it should be free of dyes.

Only use pre-wash if the fabric incorporates stains or dirt that would set with the wash temperature. 

Otherwise it is not necessary to use the pre-wash.

Use high water level in washing. Washing time: 8-10 

minutes. Washing temperature: 35ºC.

Moisturizing detergent (dosage according to product, indicated on the label of the detergent 

container).

pH: slightly alkaline, not exceeding pH 9. Rinse with water only. 

3 cycles.

The detergent used to wash this fabric must be free of optical brighteners.

The spin time will be conditioned to the revolutions of the washing machine and its K factor.

Dryer can be used. This process can be performed up to 70 ° C, exceeding this temperature could 

affect gender.

The tests have been performed according to UNE-EN ISO 6330: 2012.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Note *: We have developed the same washing tests at 60º given the habit of hospitals in working at this 

temperature, in the case of this fabric and with the washing process described, we consider it unnecessary. At 

this temperature, the number of washes it would withstand without altering any of its characteristics would be 

approximately 14% less.

The mesh bags in the wash would reduce the mechanical action and increase the durability of this textile by 

6%.



To group the masks in the washing process, a water-soluble bag can be used that dissolves automatically in 

the washing phase, which allows to limit the contact in the people with the loose masks.

This mask should not be subjected to dry cleaning, as this process leaves volatile substances that are 

dangerous to health.

INTERPRETATION:

The justification for the three rinses is precisely to avoid inorganic incrustations. These rinses should be done 

only with water, except the last one, in case they use bactericidal softener.

The washing process described is based on the tests enabled, not affecting any of the properties of the fabric 

described in our certification C-13761, issued on September 29, 2020.

If any of your customers have ozone washing processes, we will develop the appropriate program and 

appropriate cycles.

In Wet-Clean washing processes the washing program is the same.

In hand washing they can use any commercial detergent free of optical brighteners, for sanitizing purposes it 

is better to use a probiotic detergent.



In hand washing, it is recommended not to exceed the wash temperature, ie wash at a maximum of 35 ºC as, 

at a higher temperature, it could, even in repeated washes, punish the dermis and collagen of the skin.

In this case the mechanical action is normal, ie the friction of one mask with another.

As for the amount of detergent will depend on its quality and the degree of hardness of the water, in hard 

water we must slightly increase the dosage of the detergent. In any case, the correct dosage must be 

reflected on the label of the detergent product we are using (determined by current legislation).

If softener is used, it should be free of dyes.

In the case of not using a dryer we can spread the masks being indifferent to lay them in the sun or in the 

shade, it will only be one more of the aspects that configure the drying time.

Mainly in the case of colored masks, we must keep in mind that the detergent does not contain optical 

brighteners in its composition (indicated by the product label itself).



Even if the washing is by hand, we can use a dryer if necessary, we should try not to exceed 70 ºC because, 

not so much the gender, but the finish, could reduce its performance.

We can wash, even by hand, several masks together, even mix different formats, just in case there were 

masks made of microfiber fabric we should avoid mixing as the microfiber when working by capillarity would 

retain lint that could come off the rest of masks.

Note: We recommend washing the masks before the first use.

Wash your hands with soap, soap, hydroalcoholic gel or ionized water before putting on the mask.

This report is based on the data and background provided by the applicant, the technical analysis of the 

sample provided and the ITEL professional criteria.

ITEL, if it were the case that after the date of the report came to our attention new data or 

background of the issue raised, reserves the right to rectify, if so justified.

The results are considered the property of the applicant and without prior authorization, ITEL will 

refrain from communicating them to third parties.



After one month, ITEL may use the results for scientific or statistical purposes.

ITEL may include in its reports, analysis, results, etc. otra any other assessment it deems necessary, 

even if this has not been expressly requested.

ITEL is at the disposal of those directly interested in the matter raised to clarify orally or in writing any 

doubts that may arise in this regard or to expand if the concepts expressed in this report were necessary.

ITEL reserves a copy of the original report that is sent to the applicant and will be valid as long as 

the security properties of the document are not violated.

ITEL assumes all responsibility for this report, but not for a misinterpretation of it, in which case the 

signatory will specify the scope and strict meaning that must be given to the report.

ITEL is not responsible for any misuse that may be made of this report.

ITEL is not responsible in any case for the misuse of the tested materials.



The information contained in this brief may not be reproduced or published, in part without the 

express permission of ITEL management.

They are authorized to use this technical report for any diligence and actions they deem of 

interest.
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